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The puzzle-like modular PowerStrip

manufacturer, INNFACT, kickoff for their

innovative product, KRAIT, on

INDIEGOGO. KRAIT's crowdfunding

campaign.

TAIPEI CITY, TAIPEI CITY, TAIWAN,

January 20, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

INNFACT announced Krait Puzzle-like

Modular PowerStrip on INDIEGOGO

Get the most from Krait with five early

bird plans and packages for early

backers

Taipei, Taiwan, January 20th, 2022 –

The puzzle-like modular PowerStrip

manufacturer, INNFACT, is thrilled to

announce the crowdfunding campaign

kickoff for their innovative product,

KRAIT, on INDIEGOGO. KRAIT's

crowdfunding campaign has officially

launched and is ready to bring a new

benchmark to the industry. INNFACT

offers five early-bird plans and

packages for early backers to

experience the groundbreaking

evolution of a PowerStrip with safety,

reliability, and creativity. One of the VIP

early-bird plans is a jaw-dropping

markdown up to 49% off. The mass

production is planned for this May, bakers can expect to receive Krait this Summer. 

After five days the KRAIT campaign has reached over 55% of its $15,000 funding goal as of this

http://www.einpresswire.com


How Krait Puzzle-like Modular PowerStrip works

press release. Consumers will need to

act quickly to get their chance at one of

the five early bird plans and

packages.

"In order to show the flexibility that the

KRAIT can offer, our early bird program

on INDIEGOGO provides five kinds of

module combinations along with a

special perk plan. These plans allow

users to make full use of KRAIT's

excellent design and tailor the

PowerStrip according to users' needs.

KRAIT can be assembled into more

than what is provided in the five

available packages. Backers who truly

want an all-in-one PowerStrip for their

gadgets and home appliances now

have an option to pre-order more than one set of the KRAIT PowerStrip with a better deal." said

Daniel Chou, the CEO of INNFACT. 

The INNFACT KRAIT INDIEGOGO campaign includes five perk deal combinations and product

packs with the choice of different colors, which are:

•	49% off "VIP Exclusive Early-Bird Standard pack" for US$35 (Black and Limb White colors)

•	40% off "Max Pack" for US$99. (Black, Limb White, Yellow, and Red)

•	33% off "Standard Pack" for US$46. (Blue, Black, Limb White, Yellow, and Red,)

•	30% off "Innsafe Pack" for US$55. (Black, Limb White, Yellow, and Red)

•	29% off the "Build Your Own KRAIT" plan for US$119. (Choose different colors for 3 puzzles)

The estimated shipping date is August 2022, and it will be able to ship to U.S., Canada, Japan,

Taiwan, and China. 

INNFACT put countless hours into crafting the world's first modular fast-charging PowerStrip to

deliver the intelligent design on safety, durability, and flexibility for laptops, hand-held electronic

devices, and most home appliances. The KRAIT can be configured for a variety of different

options. When used at home or office it is an all-in-one power strip designed to be clutter-free

allowing you to get rid of bulky adaptors. However, when the KRAIT is to be used outside of the

office or home it can be built into a lightweight portable version by directly attaching the DC

puzzles with the charger. 

"Safety and rock-solid reliability are important design concepts for INNFACT when building the

KRAIT PowerStrip with safety topping them all! With almost 40% of all household fire accidents

being caused by electrical failure from outlet extenders and power strips. That’s why we have



strived to create a better solution. Our engineering team has created an exclusive AutoShut”

design that delivers an auto-shutdown feature to protect the PowerStrip and your devices from

overloaded, inappropriate plugging, and for when no load is detected.” Added by the CEO, Daniel

Chou.

KRAIT is comprised of four main modules: the source power puzzle, the AC puzzle, the DC puzzle,

and the Plug puzzle. It supports three AC outlets, two USB-C, and two USB-A ports. Each module

can be detached and re-attached separately, depending on the user's demand. The total AC

power support of KRAIT is up to 1650W, and it comes with an intelligent overloaded/ unplugged

and away sensor called “AutoShut” and is designed to protect the KRAIT and your devices from

hazardous from electrical failures. The DC puzzle supports up to 100W PD with an optional QC

fast charging option. The handy Bluetooth smartphone app allows users to control the KRAIT

and set timers for when outlets on the PowerStrip will be active or disabled.

For more information on KRAIT, please visit: 

the INDIEGOGO campaign page, 

the official product page.

Fore marketing assets download, please click here.

About INNFACT

Launched in 2014, INNFACT is a Taiwanese brand that is pioneering the world of charging

technologies and power supplies. With over 40 years in the industry, the company has

manufactured devices from the most basic of power supplies to entire power strips with

integrated GaN chargers. Over the decades, the company has focused on power delivery

systems, charging technology, and designing from the ground up. They have produced tens of

millions of power strips and components for international brands worldwide.

Two words are at the foundation of INNFACT – 'innovation' and 'factory.’ INNFACT can accurately

be described as an innovation factory. The brand has mastered current technologies and is

constantly pushing the boundaries of innovation. Their focus is on bringing every solid idea to

life.

INNFACT will continue to stay ahead of its competition because it is a brand of "new methods."

They are constantly creating products that meet and exceed the latest needs of the market. To

achieve this level of excellence, the company has a culture of always being open to the questions

and comments of customers. When it comes to their customers' they take everything seriously

from usage, aesthetics, and service needs.

The company founders are confident about their products and operation. This confidence comes

from their many years of experience and the positive feedback from the users of their products.

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/krait-customize-your-charging-powerstrip-today?secret_perk_token=ef30718c#/discussion
https://krait.innfact.com.tw/a100-002-i1-c/
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